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Abstract: Data in econometrics are, as a rule, non-experimental and hence
we have to use the same data set to select the model and also to estimate the
parameters in the selected model. In standard applied econometrics practice,
however, one reports zero bias and some variance of the (pretest) estimators
conditional on the selected model.
In this paper we nd the unconditional moments of the pretest estimator,
taking full account of the fact that model selection and estimation are an
integrated procedure. We derive the bias, variance, and mean squared error
of the pretest estimator, and show what the error is in not reporting the
correct moments. This error can be very substantial. We also show that there
can be large dierences in underreporting between dierent model selection
procedures. Finally, we ask how the underreporting error increases when the
number of auxiliary regressors increases.
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1 Introduction
In econometrics, due to the non-experimental nature of our discipline, the
same data set is commonly used for model selection and for estimation. Stan-
dard statistical theory, as developed for the experimental sciences (biology,
medicine, physics), is therefore not directly applicable, since the properties
of most estimators in econometrics depend not only on the stochastic nature
of the selected model, but also on the way this model was selected.
The simplest example of this situation is the standard linear model y =
X + z+ ", where we are uncertain whether to include z or not. The usual
procedure is to compute the t-statistic on , and then, depending on whether
jtj is `large' or `small', decide to use the unrestricted or the restricted model.
We then estimate  from the selected model. This estimator is a pretest
estimator, but we commonly report its properties as if estimation had not
been preceded by model selection. Thus we report no bias and an incorrect
variance.
This is clearly wrong. Our view is not that we should avoid pretesting,
even though it is well-known that pretest estimators have poor properties,
inadmissibility being only one of them. This would be near-impossible in
applied work.1 Our view is simply that we should correctly report the bias
and variance (or mean squared error) of the estimators, taking full account
of the fact that model selection and estimation are an integrated procedure.
This paper attempts to do this.
The literature on pretesting starts with Bancroft's (1944) famous article.
Bancroft is mostly concerned with the bias introduced by pretests of homo-
geneity of variances and pretests of a regression coecient. He considers the
simplest case, in our notation y = x + z + " (one , one ), where he
wishes to estimate  while being uncertain about whether z should be in
the regression or not. He then investigates the bias of the pretest estimator
of . Mosteller (1948) considers the special case x0 = ({0; {0), z0 = (00; {0),
where { denotes the vector of ones. Thus, Mosteller considers pooling: if
 = 0 we pool, otherwise we don't pool. In this context, he calculates the
mean squared error of the pretest estimator. Huntsberger (1955) extends
1There are, of course, Bayesian alternatives that avoid model selection. Judge and
Bock (1978, 1983) provide a discussion of these. See also Zaman (1984).
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Mosteller's paper by explicitly writing the pretest estimator as a (continu-
ous) weighted average of the restricted ( = 0) and unrestricted estimator,
where the weights are functions of the relevant t-statistic. The fact that the
pretest estimator has many undesirable properties is highlighted by Sclove,
Morris and Radhakrishnan (1972). Feldstein (1973) is concerned with the
problem of estimating  when x and z are highly correlated. He studies the
pretest estimator and Huntsberger's weighted average estimator and obtains
insights through a simulation experiment. The early literature is discussed
in detail in Judge and Bock's (1978) important monograph.
Lovell (1983) asks what will be the true signicance level of a t-test after
pretesting, and recommends a simple rule-of-thumb. Roehrig (1984) estab-
lishes the relationship between the mean squared error of the pretest estima-
tor and the mean squared error of the estimator of the nuisance parameters, a
result later generalized by Magnus and Durbin (1999). Mittelhammer (1984)
compares the risk functions of several estimators (including the pretest) un-
der model misspecication, and concludes inter alia that all alternatives to
OLS can be inferior to OLS in terms of prediction risk. The literature of this
period is well summarized in Judge and Bock (1983) and in the special issue
of the Journal of Econometrics (1984), edited by George Judge.
More recently, pretesting has attracted attention in nance, see for ex-
ample Lo and MacKinlay (1990). Asymptotic aspects are considered in Sen
(1979), Potscher (1991), Zhang (1992), and Potscher and Novak (1998).
While most studies, including ours, are conned to the rst two moments
of the pretest statistics, Giles and Srivastava (1993) derive the distribution
of the traditional pretest estimator. Summaries of the latest developments
are given in Miller (1990), Giles and Giles (1993), Chateld (1995), and
Magnus (1999).
White (2000), building on work by Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West
(1996), provides a method for testing the null hypothesis that the selected
model has no predictive superiority over a benchmark model. Dierent model
selection strategies (especially general-to-specic and specic-to-general) are
discussed by Hoover and Perez (1999), who favor the general-to-specic pro-
cedure. Hendry (2001) advertises computer-automated general-to-specic
procedures and claims that these procedures perform well in Monte Carlo
experiments. We also nd evidence that general-to-specic is preferable over
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specic-to-general, and nd the exact nite sample properties of the two
procedures.
In spite of all this literature, we are still far removed from having a fully
integrated procedure of model selection and parameter estimation. The cur-
rent paper attempts to narrow this gap. Our main tool is a generalization
of the `Equivalence Theorem' of Magnus and Durbin (1999). We derive the
bias, variance, and mean squared error of the pretest estimator, and show
what the error is in not reporting the correct moments. This error can be
very substantial. We also show that there can be large dierences in under-
reporting between dierent model selection procedures. Finally, we ask how
the underreporting error increases when the number of auxiliary regressors
z1; : : : ; zm increases.
The paper is organized as follows. We dene the formal framework and
the notation in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove two theorems, which form the
basis of the subsequent analysis. Theorem 2 is a generalization of the `Equiv-
alence Theorem'. In Section 4 we discuss underreporting and its bounds. Sec-
tion 5 discusses the simplest case, where there is only one auxiliary regressor
z. There is only one possible pretest procedure here (using the t-statistic),
and we nd, among other things, that in the worst case we report only 13%
of the actual pretest mean squared error. In Sections 6 and 7 we address the
more dicult case where we have two auxiliary z regressors. Then, there is no
unique selection procedure. We show, inter alia, that there can be large dif-
ferences between general-to-specic and specic-to-general model selection.
Section 8 briey discusses various extensions and concludes the paper.
2 Set-up and notation
The set-up is the same as in Magnus and Durbin (1999) and is briey sum-
marized. We consider the standard linear regression model
y = X + Z + " (1)
where y (n  1) is the vector of observations, X (n  k) and Z (n  m) are
matrices of nonrandom regressors, " (n1) is a random vector of unobservable
disturbances, and  (k1) and  (m1) are unknown nonrandom parameter
vectors. We assume that k  1, m  1, n k m  1, that the design matrix
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(X : Z) has full column-rank k +m, and that the disturbances "1; "2; : : : ; "n
are i.i.d. N(0; 2).
The reason for distinguishing between X and Z is that X contains ex-
planatory variables that we want in the model on theoretical or other grounds
(irrespective of the found t-values of the -parameters), while Z contains ad-
ditional explanatory variables of which we are less certain. Our focus is the
estimation of . Hence the only role for Z is to improve the estimation of
, while  is a vector of nuisance parameters. The columns of X are called
`focus' regressors, and the columns of Z `auxiliary' regressors.
We dene the matrices
M = In  X(X 0X) 1X 0 and Q = (X 0X) 1X 0Z(Z 0MZ) 1=2;
and the scaled parameter vector  = (Z 0MZ)1=2=. The matrix Q can be
interpreted as the (scaled) correlation between X and Z. Clearly, Q = 0 if
and only if Z is orthogonal toX. The least-squares (LS) estimators of  and 
are bu = br Q̂ and ̂ = (Z 0MZ) 1Z 0My, where br = (X 0X) 1X 0y and ̂ =
(Z 0MZ)1=2̂. The subscripts `u' and `r' denote `unrestricted' and `restricted'
(with  = 0) respectively. Letting ̂ = ̂=, we see that ̂  N(; Im). Notice
that ̂ is only observable when  is known, while ̂ is observable whether 
is known or not.
3 The equivalence theorem generalized
Magnus and Durbin (1999) considered the estimation of  in model (1) and
proposed a weighted-average least-squares (WALS) estimator of  of the form
b = bu+(1 )br, where  = (̂; s2u) and s2u denotes the estimator for 2 in
the unrestricted model. This includes the usual pretest estimator as a special
case, but only when one restricts the choice of model to the fully restricted
and the fully unrestricted case. In this section we prove a generalization of
the `Equivalence Theorem' of Magnus and Durbin, which will allow us to
consider not only the unrestricted estimator bu and the restricted estimator
br (where all 's are set equal to zero), but also many or all intermediate
estimators where some of the 's are set equal to zero. We rst state the
following preliminary result.
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Theorem 1: Let Si be an m ri matrix of rank ri  0. The LS estimators
of  and  under the restriction S 0
i
 = 0 are given by
b(i) = br  QWi̂; c(i) = (Z 0MZ) 1=2Wi̂;
where











are symmetric idempotentmm matrices of ranks m ri and ri respectively.
(If ri = 0 then Pi = 0.) The residual vector is
e(i) = y  Xb(i)   Zc(i) = Diy;
where
Di =M  MZ(Z 0MZ) 1=2Wi(Z 0MZ) 1=2Z 0M
is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank n  k  m + ri. The distribution
of b(i) is given by
b(i)  N
 







and the distribution of s2(i) = e
0
(i)e(i)=(n  k  m + ri) by
(n  k  m + ri)s2(i)
2
 2(n  k  m+ ri; 0Pi):





0), and R = (0 : S 0
i
). The estimator of

























(X 0X) 1 +QQ0  Q(Z 0MZ) 1=2
 (Z 0MZ) 1=2Q0 (Z 0MZ) 1
!
;
and simplifying, the results follow. k
Several comments are in order. First, we should think of the matrix Si
as a selection matrix such as S 0
i
= (0 : Iri), although the theorem does not
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depend on this. Secondly, if Q = 0 (that is, when Z is orthogonal to X)





 s2(i)  s2r, where s2u and s2r denote the estimators for 2 in the
unrestricted and restricted ( = 0) models, respectively. Hence, if Q = 0, the
pretest estimator is not aected by model selection, but its variance is (see
also also footnote 3). Thirdly, the normality assumption plays a very minor
role in Theorem 1. If we only assume that "  (0; 2In), then the expressions
for b(i) and s
2
(i), the rst two moments of b(i), and the rst moment of s
2
(i) re-
main the same. Finally, we notice that the partially restricted estimator b(i)
is written as a linear function of two vectors br and ̂, which are independent
(since X 0y and Z 0My are independent).2 Also, c(i) is a linear function of ̂
only and hence independent of br.
If 2 is known, then any pretest procedure will use t- and F -statistics
which depend on ̂ only. If 2 is not known and estimated by s2
u
, then
all t- and F -statistics will depend on (̂; s2
u
). Now, it is a basic result in
least-squares theory that s2
u
is independent of (bu; ̂). It follows that br is
independent of s2
u
. Hence, br will be independent of (̂; s
2
u
). Finally, if 2 is
not known and estimated by s2(i) corresponding to the selection matrix Si,
then it is no longer true that all t- and F -statistics depend only on (̂; s2
u
).
However, they still depend only on My, since both c(i) and e(i) are linear
functions of My. Hence, the simple fact that br and ̂ are independent
implies that all t- and F -statistics used in a pretest procedure, and thus the
choice of model, will be independent of br.





Motivated by the previous paragraph, we assume that the weights i satisfy
i = i(My), i  0 and
P
i
i = 1. Then,
b = br  QW̂;
2In fact, even if the observations y1; : : : ; yn are not normal and the data-generating
process is unknown, br and ̂ will still be uncorrelated, as long as the fyig are uncorrelated
with constant variance (Leeb and Potscher (2000), Lemma A.1).
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where




Notice that, while Pi andWi are nonrandom matrices, P andW are random.




where i = i(My), i  0 and
P
i
i = 1. Then,







Proof: Since br and My are independent, we have
E(br jMy) = E(br); var(br jMy) = var(br):
Hence,
E(b jMy) = E(br jMy) QE(W̂ jMy)
= E(br)  QW̂ =    Q(W̂   )
and
var(b jMy) = var(br jMy) = var(br) = 2(X 0X) 1:
The unconditional mean and variance of b and hence its mean squared error
follow. k
This provides a nontrivial generalization, using a simpler proof, of Theorem
2 in Magnus and Durbin (1999). Apparently, the properties of the compli-
cated pretest estimator b of  depend critically on the properties of the less
complicated estimator W̂ of .
The restriction that i must depend only on My is a very light one.
This allows not only all standard pretest procedures, but also inequality-
constrained least squares. Thus, Theorem 2 explains the `surprising symme-
try' found by Thomson and Schmidt (1982, p. 176). The normality assump-
tion plays a stronger role in Theorem 2 than in Theorem 1. Still, if we only
assume that "  (0; 2In), then Theorem 2 will still hold if the mean and
variance of br conditional on My are equal to the unconditional mean and
variance of br.
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4 Pretesting and underreporting
Theorem 2 shows that if we can nd i's such thatW̂ is an optimal estimator
of , then the same i's will provide an optimal WALS estimator of . In
this paper, however, we are not interested in nding i's such that W̂ is
an optimal estimator of . Instead we are interested in the commonly used
pretest estimator.
In the idealized context of the linear model y = X + Z + " with
"  N(0; 2In), we dene a pretest procedure as a two-step procedure. In
step 1 we select the model. In the case m = 1 there are two models to
choose from: the unrestricted and the restricted (where  = 0). In the
case m = 2 there are four possible models: the unrestricted model, two
partially restricted models (one of the two 's is zero), and the restricted
model (both 's are zero). In general, there are 2m models to consider in
a pretest procedure. We require that the model selection criterion depends
on y only through My. In step 2 we estimate the unknown parameters 
(and 2) from the selected model. This yields the pretest estimators b (and
s




= (Iri : 0) or a column-permutation thereof and the i's are all zero except
one which is one.







In applied econometrics practice the same estimator b is selected, but the
the eects of pretesting are ignored, the reported bias is zero, and hence the
reported MSE equals the reported variance. If we assume that 2 is known,
then the reported MSE equals
gMSE(b) = 2  (X 0X) 1 +QWQ0 ;
according to Theorem 1, since W = Wi if the i-th model is selected. Notice
that gMSE(b) is random since W is random. Let !0 be our focus parameter,









gMSE(!0b) = 2  !0(X 0X) 1! + !0QWQ0! ; (4)


























Notice that q0q = 1. The UR is a random variable, since it depends on W ,
which depends on ̂. Both the UR and its expectation are unobservable,
since they depend on  via R().
One would expect that the matrix MSE(b) is at least as large as the matrix
E(gMSE(b)) (in the sense that their dierence is positive semidenite), because











this is guaranteed if the matrix
2mX
i=1
Ei ((Wi̂   )(Wi̂   )0  Wi) (6)
is positive semidenite. We shall see in the next section that it is possible to
devise pretest procedures which do not satisfy this requirement. Such proce-
dures, however, tend to be rather silly. We shall say that a pretest procedure
is viable if the matrix in (6) is positive semidenite over the whole parameter
space. For any viable pretest procedure, E(UR) is a number between zero
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and one. When q20 (known to the investigator) tends to zero, then there is
no underreporting: E(UR) = 0.3 But when q20 is large, E(UR) can be close
to one.
The m m matrix E(W ) is a weighted average of idempotent matrices,
and hence is bounded: all its elements are  1 in absolute value, and all its
diagonal elements (and all its eigenvalues) lie in the interval [0; 1]. In fact,
0  u  j(EW )  1  r  1 (j = 1; : : : ; m);
where j(A) denotes the j-th eigenvalue of A, u is the probability of choosing
the unrestricted model (Pi = 0), and r the probability of choosing the
restricted model (Pi = Im).
The E(UR) is a function of q (normalized by q0q = 1), q20 , , and Z
0
MZ
(and m). Maximizing over q gives the inequality







 1=2(R  EW )(Im + q20R) 1=2

; (7)





we nd, as q20 !1,
E(UR) = 1  min
1jm
j(R
 1=2(EW )R 1=2)  1  u
maxj j(R)
; (8)
which depends on  and Z 0MZ (and m). We see from (8) that the expected
UR can be arbitrarily close to 1 if the mean squared error R fails to be
bounded in . This can not happen when m = 1 (unless we always choose
the restricted model, whatever the value of the observed t-statistic), but it
can happen when m  2, as we shall see in Section 7.
Finally, since E(UR) depends on Z 0MZ, we briey consider the role of




Mzj = 1 for all j = 1; : : : ; m. In the special case where we can choose the
z variables to be `orthogonal' (in the sense that Mzi and Mzj are orthogonal
for every i 6= j), we have Z 0MZ = Im, and major simplications occur.
3This happens when X 0Z ! 0, but also (more generally and less trivially) when Q0! =
0. In either case b = br whatever pretesting we do.
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Theorem 3: Assume that the weights i = i(My), i = 1; : : : ; 2
m, are de-
ned by some pretest procedure, so that they are all zero except one which
is one. Let (x) = 1 if jxj > c for some c > 0, and 0 otherwise. In the special
case Z 0MZ = Im:
a. W is a diagonal matrix with typical element wjj = (̂j);
b. MSE(W̂) = V + dd0, where V is a diagonal m m matrix and d an
m 1 vector with typical elements
vjj = var((̂j)̂j); dj = E((̂j)̂j   j);
c. The decision whether or not to include zj in the regression is based
exclusively on the t-statistic ̂j, and is independent of the selection
procedure.








, and, since S 0
i
is a
selection matrix of the form (Iri : 0) or a column-permutation thereof, it
follows that S 0
i
Si = Iri and hence that Pi is a diagonal matrix with ri ones
and m   ri zeros on the diagonal, and that Wi is a diagonal matrix with
m ri ones and ri zeros on the diagonal. Now, also by Theorem 1, c(i) = Wi̂
is the estimator of  under the restriction S 0
i
 = 0. Hence, the estimator
of j under this restriction is the j-th component of c(i), which is either 0
(if zj is excluded from the model) or ̂j (if zj is included). Thus all models
which include zj as a regressor will have the same estimator of j, irrespective
which other 's are estimated. This implies c. Clearly, W is diagonal. The
j-th diagonal element wjj is either 0 (if zj is excluded from the model) or 1
(if zj is included), that is, wjj = (̂j). This implies a. It also implies that
the components ofW̂ are independent of each other, and hence b. follows. k
Since we shall see that the choice of model selection procedure may matter
a lot for the properties of the estimated focus parameters, it is advisable |
if at all possible | to choose the auxiliary regressors such that Z 0MZ = Im.
This will not only make the the pretest estimator independent of the chosen
model selection procedure, but it also allows us to obtain explicit analytical
expressions for the moments of the estimator, and it guarantees bounded risk
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for any value of m. (In the general non-orthogonal case, risk is bounded for
m = 1, but not necessarily for m  2, see Section 7.)
5 Underreporting with one nuisance param-
eter
In the case of one nuisance parameter, the model becomes y = X + z + ",
where the nuisance parameter  is a scalar. We have only two models to
compare: the unrestricted (W1 = 1, b(1) = bu, 1 = ) and the restricted
(W2 = 0, b(2) = br, 2 = 1  ). As a result we nd
b = bu + (1  )br; W = ;
and
MSE(W̂) = MSE(̂) = E(̂   )2; EW = E:





where (̂) = 1 if j̂j > c for some c > 0, and 0 otherwise, and




Assuming again that 2 is known and that c is given (say, c = 1:96), the -
function depends only on ̂, R depends only on , and hence the UR depends
on q20 and ̂ (both known to the investigator), and  (unknown).
It is easy to see that the larger is R(), the larger is UR. The random
variable ̂, considered as an estimator of , thus plays a crucial role in
determining the amount of underreporting. We consider its squared bias,
variance and MSE in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
The bias of ̂ is negative for  > 0 and reaches its minimum  0:66 at
 = 1:46. The variance reaches its minimum 0:28 at  = 0 and its maximum
2.23 at  = 2:34. The MSE R() is shaped similarly to the variance. It
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reaches its minimum at  = 0 and its maximum 2.46 at  = 2:16. The
variance of ̂ is large relative to its bias, suggesting that variance-reduction
is more important than bias-reduction.
We also graph the expectation of the reported MSE of ̂, that is E(),
as a function of  for c = 1:96, and the MSE of the unrestricted estimator
of , that is MSE(̂) (the dashed line, constant at 1). Since  only takes
the values 0 and 1, E() denotes the probability of choosing the unrestricted
model ( = 1). But  also denotes the reported variance (MSE). We see that
E()  Pr(j̂j > c) increases monotonically between 0:05 at  = 0 and 1 at
 =1. Since MSE(̂)  E(), the pretest procedure is viable.4
Since  can only take the values 0 and 1, we can graph the UR for these
two values, together with the expected UR and the expectation of . This is
done in Figure 2 for the case q20 = 1.
FIGURE 2
Figure 2 contains four graphs: the UR at  = 1 and at  = 0, the expected
UR, and E(). The graph labeled UR( = 0) gives the underreporting ratio
when the restricted model is chosen. This function reaches its minimum 0:22
at  = 0, its maximum 0:71 at  = 2:16, and approaches q20=(1 + q
2
0) = 0:5
as  !1. Hence, for large values of , only one half of the actual MSE will
be reported when the restricted model is chosen.
Similarly, the graph UR( = 1) gives the underreporting ratio when the
unrestricted model is chosen. It reaches its minimum  0:56 at  = 0, its
maximum 0:42 at  = 2:16, and approaches 0 as  ! 1. Thus, when  is
large and we (correctly) choose the unrestricted model, the UR is zero (no
underreporting), but when  is small and we (correctly) choose the restricted
model, the UR is still 0:22.
Note that both UR( = 1) and UR( = 0) reach their maximum at
 = 2:16, where also MSE(̂) reaches its maximum. Moreover, the value
2.16 does not depend on q20 (although it does depend on c). Note also that
UR( = 1) is always smaller than UR( = 0), and hence that underreporting
is higher if the restricted model is chosen.
4However, not all -functions lead to a viable procedure. For example, the | admit-
tedly silly | procedure dened by  = 1 if j̂j  c and 0 otherwise is not viable, since
MSE(̂) < E() at  = 0 for any c > 0.
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When  = 0 (and when consequently the restricted model is chosen), the
UR always lies between 0 and 1. But when  = 1 (unrestricted model), the
UR can become negative. This occurs when j̂j is large (> 1:96) but jj is
small (< 0:84). In that case the reported MSE is larger than the pretest
MSE. The probability that this happens (given by E()) is, however, small.
The underreporting ratio UR( = 1) does not take account of the prob-
ability that the event f = 1g occurs. Neither does UR( = 0) take account
of the probability that the event f = 0g occurs. In contrast, the expected
UR takes account of both probabilities, since it is a weighted average of
UR( = 1) and UR( = 0) with weights E() and 1   E(), respectively.
We see that E(UR) is 0:18 at  = 0, reaches a maximum 0:57 at  = 1:73,
and approaches the curve of UR( = 1) as  increases. The E(UR) varies
substantially with  (from 0 to 0.57), indicating that on average the pretest
MSE can be 2:3 times the reported MSE (1=(1   0:57) = 2:3). In contrast
to the UR at  = 0 or 1, the maximum of E(UR) does depend on q0. This
dependence is analyzed in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3
In Figure 3 we graph E(UR) for ve dierent values of q20: 0, 0.1, 1, 10, and
1. At q20 = 0 there is no underreporting and E(UR) = 0. At q20 = 1,
E(UR) is large; the maximum occurs at  = 0:82 where E(UR) = 0:87. This
means that the reported variance should be multiplied by about 7.5 in order
to obtain the true MSE of the pretest estimator.
Finally, since both UR and E(UR) depend on , we also consider the
behavior of the underreporting ratio at  = 1. This is an interesting value,
because it is the value of  where the investigator is indierent between
the restricted and the unrestricted model; see Magnus and Durbin (1999,
Theorem 1).
FIGURE 4
Figure 4 shows that the UR at  = 1 is an increasing function of q20, with
UR = 0 at q20 = 0. When q
2
0 ! 1, UR approaches 1 when  = 0 and 0.20
when  = 1, since R(1) = 1:26. The expectation of UR approaches 0.86,
since E() = 0:17 at  = 1.
We conclude that the eect of not reporting the true bias and variance of
the pretest estimator can lead to serious misrepresentation of the results, even
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in the case m = 1. The larger is q20 (known to the investigator), the larger will
be the expected UR. For given q20 we can draw the expected UR as a function
of , as in Figure 3, and calculate the maximum E(UR). Alternatively, we
can calculate E(UR) at the point  = ̂ and use this as an estimate of
the seriousness of underreporting. The E(UR) can be as large as 0.87 (at
q
2
0 =1 and  = 0:82). This means that in the worst case the expectation of
the reported variance of the pretest estimator is only 13% of its actual mean
squared error.
6 Model selection: general-to-specic and
specic-to-general
When m = 1 pretesting is simple: look at the t-statistic for  in the un-
restricted model. If jtj > c, choose the unrestricted model (leading to bu);
otherwise choose the restricted model (leading to br). When m > 1 there
are many ways to pretest. We consider the case m = 2 under the following
conditions: model selection is based on t-statistics only, in the selected model
all t-statistics are `signicant', and 2 is known.
Without loss of generality we normalize z1 and z2, the regressors asso-
ciated with the nuisance parameters 1 and 2, by setting z
0
i
Mzi = 1 for



























1 + r  p1  r
2
:
There are four t-statistics to consider: two in the unrestricted model (denoted
t1 and t2), one in the model where 2 = 0 (denoted t(1)), and one in the model
where 1 = 0 (denoted t(2)). Let ̂1 and ̂2 denote the components of ̂. Then,
each of the four t-statistics is a linear function of ̂1 and ̂2 in accordance
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with Theorem 1:
t1 = ̂1   ̂2; t2 =  ̂1 + ̂2;
and
t(1) = ̂1 + ̂2; t(2) = ̂1 + ̂2:
Of course, since 2+2 = 1, all four t-statistics are normally distributed with
unit variance and, under the appropriate null hypothesis, mean zero. Also,
t(1) is independent of t2 and t(2) is independent of t1, for the same reason that
br and ̂ are independent. Further,
corr(t1; t(1)) = corr(t2; t(2)) =
p
1  r2 > 0;
and
corr(t1; t2) =  r; corr(t(1); t(2)) = r:
Finally,
jt1j > jt2j () jt(1)j > jt(2)j () j̂1j > j̂2j:
A t-statistic is `signicant' if its absolute value exceeds some a priori chosen
positive constant c, such as 1.96.
We shall investigate two pretest procedures that are in common use:
`general-to-specic' and `specic-to-general'. Let M0 denote the restricted
model, M1 the model with only z1 (2 = 0), M2 the model with only z2
(1 = 0), and M12 the unrestricted model. Then we dene the general-to-
specic (or `backward' or `top-down') procedure as follows:
a. Estimate the unrestricted model M12. This yields t-statistics t1 and
t2;
b. ChooseM12 if both t1 and t2 are signicant;
c. Otherwise,
(i) if jt1j > jt2j estimateM1, yielding t(1). If t(1) is signicant choose
M1, otherwise chooseM0;
(ii) if jt1j  jt2j estimateM2, yielding t(2). If t(2) is signicant choose
M2, otherwise chooseM0.
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Similarly, we dene the specic-to-general (or `forward' or `bottom-up') pro-
cedure as follows:
a. Estimate both partially restricted models M1 and M2. This yields
t-statistics t(1) and t(2);
b. ChooseM0 if neither t(1) nor t(2) is signicant;
c. Otherwise, estimate the unrestricted model yielding t1 and t2, and
choose M12 if t1 and t2 are both signicant;
d. In all other cases choose M1 (if jt(1)j > jt(2)j) orM2 (if jt(1)j  jt(2)j).
For r = 0:8, we graph the relevant regions in (̂1; ̂2)-plane for both proce-
dures in Figures 5 and 6.
FIGURES 5 AND 6
Since the two cases (jt(1)j  c < jt1j, jt2j  c < jt(2)j) and (jt(2)j  c < jt2j,
jt1j  c < jt(1)j) can not occur, we see that both procedures are identi-
cal, except for the case where t1 and t2 are both signicant, while t(1) and
t(2) are both not signicant. In that case, the general-to-specic procedure
chooses the unrestricted model and the specic-to-general procedure chooses
the restricted model. In the special case r = 0, we nd t1 = t(1) = ̂1 and
t2 = t(2) = ̂2, and all pretest procedures coincide. When jrj ! 1, the dier-
ence between the two procedures is at its largest. In spite of the seemingly
small dierence between the two pretest procedures, the eect of pretesting
on underreporting will be surprisingly dierent for the two procedures.
7 Underreporting with two nuisance param-
eters
In the case m = 1 the expected underreporting ratio E(UR) depends (for
xed c) on two parameters: q20 (known to the investigator) and  (unknown).
In the case m = 2, E(UR) depends, after normalization, on ve parameters:
q
2
0 , q1 and r (known), and 1 and 2 (unknown). In addition, E(UR) depends
on the procedure.
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We have four models to compare: the unrestricted M12, the partially
restricted M1 (2 = 0) andM2 (1 = 0), and the restricted M0 (1 = 2 =
0). This implies selection matrices S0 = I2, S1 = (0; 1)
0, and S2 = (1; 0)
0





























1  r2(1   2) r(1 + 2)
r(1 + 2) tr(W ) 
p
1  r2(1   2)
!
;
where tr(W ) = 1 + 2 + 212. As before, let (x) = 1 if jxj > c and 0
otherwise. Then,
0 = (1  (t(1)))(1  (t(2)))  B1; 1 = (t(1))(1  (t2))  (1  )B2;
2 = (t(2))(1  (t1))  B2; 12 = (t1)(t2)  (1  )B1;
with
B1 = (t1)(t2)(1  (t(1)))(1  (t(2)));
B2 = (t(1))(t(2))(1  (t1))(1  (t2)):
Here,  = 1 if j̂1j > j̂2j and 0 otherwise, and  = 1 if the pretest procedure
is general-to-specic and 0 if the procedure is specic-to-general.
Because E(UR) depends on 5 parameters, only a 6-dimensional plot would
do full justice to its behavior. This task being beyond us, let us rst consider
the mean squared error R = MSE(W̂) and the expected reported variance
E(W ) for the two procedures. Both functions depend on 1, 2, and r.
The E(W ) is always bounded, as noted in Section 4. The matrix R is also
bounded in the general-to-specic procedure, but R can be unbounded in the
specic-to-general procedure. More specically,
max
1;2
R(1; 2; r)!1 as r ! 1;
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when the procedure is specic-to-general. This very dierent behavior of R









as a function of r.
FIGURE 7
For both procedures the function E(UR) is symmetric around r = 0. For
r = 0 the two procedures are the same and the function value is almost
0.90. In the specic-to-general procedure, E(UR) increases monotonically
to 1 as r increases from 0 to 1. The general-to-specic procedure has a
uniformly lower E(UR), its behavior is non-monotonic, and it converges to
0.87 as r ! 1, the same maximum value as in the case m = 1 (depicted as
a horizontal line in the gure). The dierence between the two procedures
is especially large when r is close to 1, that is when Mz1 and Mz2 are
strongly correlated. This can be understood as follows. Let r = 1 and let
1 =  2 = , say. Then, for large , the probability of choosing one of the
partially restricted modelsM1 orM2 approaches 0. In the specic-to-general
case, we will choose the restricted model M0 with probability approaching
0.95 and modelM12 with probability approaching 0.05. Hence, for r = 1 and
 !1, we nd that E(UR) approaches 1 for any q20. (In fact, the MSE of the
pretest estimator is unbounded and proportional to 2 when  approaches
1.) But in the general-to-specic case, the MSE is always bounded and
hence E(UR) < 1, using (8).
Although the functions are continuous, there are various kinks. This is
the result of the fact that there exist various local maxima. At a kink we move
from one local maximum to another local maximum. Clearly, underreporting
can be a very serious problem and, for m  2, can be essentially unbounded,
depending on the chosen pretest procedure.
For r = 0 the worst case gives E(UR) = 0:87 for m = 1 and 0.90 for
m = 2. We now ask how underreporting depends on m. There are 2m models
to consider and one may think therefore that `badness' increases by a factor
of 2m. On the other hand, all t-statistics are functions of only m random
variables ̂1, : : : , ̂m, so that `badness' increases possibly only by a factor
of m. We consider the special case where Z 0MZ = Im. Then all vectors
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Mzi are orthogonal, and the m-dimensional problem collapses in to m one-
dimensional problems (Theorem 3). All pretest procedures are the same in
this case, and the maximum E(UR) is plotted in Figure 8 as a function of
m.
FIGURE 8
The gure reveals that E(UR) increases with m but less than linearly. In
fact, we nd that the actual pretest mean squared error is about 7:3m0:45
times the expected reported variance when 1  m  5 and about 4:5m0:76
when m > 6. Although this result is valid only when Z 0MZ = Im, it
nevertheless suggests that the increase in `badness' is not as fast as one
might have feared.
In a practical situation, we know q20 , q, and r, but not 1 and 2. Let





q = 1), and r = 0:8.
FIGURES 9 AND 10
Figures 9 and 10 give the E(UR) as a function of 1 and 2, rst for the
general-to-specic procedure, then for the specic-to-general procedure. The
E(UR) lies always between 0 and 1, and is symmetric around the point
(1; 2) = (0; 0). The functional dependence on (1; 2) is quite complicated,
and also quite dierent for the two procedures. In the general-to-specic
procedure (Figure 9), E(UR) is 0 at (1; 2) = (4; 4), but can be as large as
0.6551 at (0:4; 1:6). In the specic-to-general procedure (Figure 10), E(UR)
varies from around 0 at (4; 4) to 0.8798 around the point (4; 4). In this case
(and in general), the specic-to-general is more sensitive to underreporting
than the general-to-specic procedure.
The contours in the (1; 2) plane are iso-value curves: the darker (redder)
the line, the higher the value.
Now consider a specic point (1; 2) = (1; 1). In Figure 11, we ask
what happens in the 6-dimensional picture if we change the ve parameters
1, 2, q
2
0, q1, and r, one at a time.
FIGURE 11
At the chosen point, for both procedures, the E(UR) is an increasing function
of q20 (and q2), but decreasing in 1, 2, q1, and r. Figure 11 conrms that the
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E(UR) depends strongly, and not symmetrically, on 1 and 2. We already
know that E(UR) is an increasing function of q20, but the dependence is
much less strong for the general-to-specic procedure than for the specic-to-
general procedure. The E(UR) also depends strongly on q (that is q1). Hence,
dierent linear combinations of the -parameters are aected dierently by
the pretest procedure. Sensitivity plots like Figure 11 can thus be used to
assess the dependence of the E(UR) on the unknown parameters 1 and 2,
and also on possible measurement error in the observed quantities q20 , q, and
r.
8 Extensions and conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the eect of ignoring the model selection
procedure in reporting the bias and variance of the commonly used least-
squares estimator. We conclude that underreporting is a very serious problem
and that not reporting the correct pretest bias and variance can lead to very
misleading results. The pretest bias appears to be less of a problem that the
pretest variance.
When we have m auxiliary regressors z1; : : : ; zm, there are 2
m models to
choose between. There are many dierent possible (viable) procedures to
select the model. We nd that the choice of model selection procedure (for
example, general-to-specic or specic-to-general) matters a lot, and that the
general-to-specic procedure seems to have more desirable properties. The
inuence of the selection procedure is higher when the correlation between
the z variables (measured by Z 0MZ) is high, than when it is low. If we
can choose the auxiliary regressors such that they are `orthogonal' (that
is, Z 0MZ = Im), then all pretest procedures are the same, and hence the
sampling properties of the estimators do not depend on the model selection
procedure.
As the number of auxiliary regressors m grows, the dangers of under-
reporting grow as well, but less than linearly, in the sense that the MSE
of the pretest estimator is approximately Am times the expected reported
variance for some 0 <  < 1.
The paper shows not only that ignoring model selection can lead to serious
underreporting, but also provides explicit formulae to calculate the correct
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bias, variance, and mean squared error, which are easy to implement in
standard packages.
We now discuss briey three extensions of the results obtained so far.
Unknown 
2. Although Theorems 1 and 2 are valid whether or not 2 is
known, the rest of the paper assumes that 2 is known. This is of course
unrealistic and we need to address the question how the results are aected
when 2 is unknown. As an example, let us consider the case of Figure 3
where m = 1, q20 = 1 and c = 1:96. When 2 is known, the E(UR) takes
the values 0:82, 0:86, 0:79, and 0:19 for  equal to 0, 1, 2 and 4 respectively.
When 2 is not known the calculations are more involved and depend on the
degrees of freedom n  k  m. The results are summarized in Table 1.

n  k  m 0 1 2 4
10 0:76 0:83 0:77 0:26
30 0:80 0:85 0:78 0:22
50 0:81 0:86 0:79 0:21
1 0:82 0:86 0:79 0:19
Table 1. E(UR) as a function of the d.f. n  k  m (2 unknown).
We see that the eects of estimating 2 are relatively small, especially in
the region of interest where jj is around 1 or 2. Although this example is
typical for the behavior of the E(UR), more work is needed in this direction,
especially for m  2.
Misspecication. We have also assumed that the unrestricted model is the
data-generating process. Again, this may not be realistic, and we shall con-
sider what happens if in fact a larger model generates the data. Thus, we
assume that the data-generating process is y = X + Z11 + Z22 + ", but
that we have no data on Z2. The Equivalence Theorem is still applicable in
this situation. Since Z2 is not known, the model selection takes place under
the restriction 2 = 0. The bias of the pretest estimator b will be aected
by this type of misspecication, but not the variance. Under the simplifying








(i = 1; 2), we have
E(!0b) = !0    (!0Q1 E(W1̂1   1)  !0Q22) ;
and hence the misspecication has an eect on the bias and the mean squared
error of !0b only through the scalar !0Q22, which of course is unknown. No-
tice that the bias (in absolute value) and the mean squared error can either
decrease or increase because of the misspecication.
Asymptotics. Since all results in the paper are exact nite-sample results,
we now ask how the estimators behave for n ! 1. We assume that
n
 1(X : Z)0(X : Z) approaches a nite positive denite limit. Theorem
2 implies that














Since W is a weighted average of a nite number of idempotent matrices
and var(̂) = Im, it follows that var(W̂) remains bounded as n ! 1.
Hence b is consistent when n 1=2 (E (W̂   )) ! 0 or, equivalently, when
E (W̂   )! 0.
Following Potscher (1991, p.164) we shall say that a pretest procedure is
(strongly) consistent if asymptotically the correct `minimal' model is selected.
In general, pretest procedures are not strongly consistent. We shall say that
a pretest procedure is weakly consistent if, for any i 6= 0 (i = 1; : : : ; m), the
probability that the procedure selects a model without i approaches 0 as
n!1. Thus, a weakly consistent procedure does not necessarily exclude i
from the model when i = 0, and we may therefore end up with a model that
is too large, but not with one that is too small. All the usual common-sense
pretest procedures are weakly consistent.5 It is easy to see that a weakly
consistent procedure leads to a consistent estimator (Potscher 1991, Lemma
2). For simplicity, let m = 1. If  = 0, then both br and bu are unbiased and
5The non-viable procedure dened in footnote 4 is not weakly consistent, because for
 6= 0, 
p
 ! 0 as n ! 1, implying that plim b = plim br 6= . A viable procedure may
or may not be weakly consistent, and a weakly consistent procedure may or may not be
viable.
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consistent, and hence any weighted average b = bu + (1  )br is consistent
as well. If  6= 0, then bu is consistent but br is not. However, since the
procedure is weakly consistent, 
p ! 1, and hence b is consistent.
Given consistency, the variance of the asymptotic distribution of n1=2(b 
) follows from the limit of var(W̂) as n!1. Again, let m = 1. If  6= 0,
then 
p ! 1 and var(̂) ! var(̂) = 1. In this case ̂    converges
to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance one. In contrast, if
 = 0, then ̂  N(0; 1) and hence, for c = 1:96,  = 1 with probability 0:05,
 = 0 with probability 0:95, and var(̂) = 0:28 (see Figure 1). In this case
̂    converges to a distribution with mean zero and variance 0:28, but
this distribution is not normal. See also Leeb and Potscher (2000), especially
equations (28) and (29).
As a result, underreporting may occur even asymptotically. For m = 1,
underreporting vanishes asymptotically for  6= 0, but not for  = 0 when
the E(UR) may be as large as (R(0)  0:05)=R(0) = 0:82.
Future work will have to clarify various other issues not covered in this
paper. For example, there are selection procedures other than general-to-
specic and specic-to-general. How does the E(UR) depend on these? All
these pretest procedures are discontinuous; they choose one of 2m models
based on the values of t- and F -statistics. A continuous procedure can also
be dened. Theorem 2 allows for this situation, and it will probably lead
to better sampling properties; see Magnus(2000) for an analysis of the case
m = 1.
Also, the E(UR) depends on  which is unknown. What is the best way
to estimate the expected underreporting ratio? Simplest is to replace  by ̂.
The properties of this estimator will have to be analyzed. Another possibility
is to report the worst possible case, given the observed y, X and Z. That is,
to calculate max E(UR). In Figures 9 and 10, for example, the maxima are
0.6551 (general-to-specic) and 0.8798 (specic-to-general), and they give an
indication of how bad underreporting can be in a specic situation.
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Figure 1. Moments of ̂ and  compared (m = 1, c = 1:96).















Figure 2. UR (for  = 0; 1), E(), and E(UR) (m = 1, q20 = 1, c = 1:96).
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Figure 3. E(UR) and locus of max(E(UR)) (m = 1, c = 1:96).
















Figure 4. UR and E(UR) as a function of q20 (m = 1, c = 1:96,  = 1).
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Figure 5. Model selection regions: general-to-specic. Figure 6. Model selection regions: specic-to-general.
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Figure 7. max(E(UR)) as a function of r (m = 2).









































































Figure 10. E(UR) as a function of 1 and 2: specic-to-general.
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Figure 11. Sensitivity analysis for E(UR):
general-to-specic (top) and specic-to-general (bottom).
